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29th November 2022                                       

 
 
 
 
 
 

Minutes of the Extraordinary Meeting of the  

Personnel & Asset Management  

Committee 
Council Chambers at the Town Hall   
At 10am on Monday 29th November 2021 
 
Those Present: 
 
Members with voting rights:  
Town Mayor Cllr Johanna Maitland (JM)  
Deputy Town Mayor Cllr John Stewart (JS) 
Cllrs: Amanda Stott (AS), John Weston (JW) left at 11.00am, Angela Williams (AW).  
Town Clerk: Julie Mason 
Chair: Town Mayor Cllr Johanna Maitland  
 
Declarations of Interest:  
None were declared. 
 
Members of the Public  
Cllr K Edwards had attended the meeting to express his wishes that the Committee 
agreed to recommend transferring a piece of land close to Harrop Road from 
Cheshire East Council to allow the Town Council to provide more allotments for the 
Community.   
He reiterated this was the one and only statutory obligation of the Council and should 
not be ignored. Cllr K Edwards had written a proposal which he circulated to the 
committee.   
 
Apologies  
Cllr S Knowles due to an appointment.  
 
PA 59/21 To agree the minutes of the meeting on 19th November 2021.  
Resolved the minutes were agreed as a true and accurate record on both 
occasions.  
The Chair signed the minutes. 
 
PA 60/21 Matters raised from the minutes  
No matters were raised from the previous minutes. 
 
PA 61/21 To approve the transfer of extra land from Cheshire East for 
allotments. 
A map was circulated to ensure the members were aware of the location of the land. 
Mr. L Becket CE Officer had communicated that the land in principle would be 
available to transfer.  
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Cllr AS wished there to be a project plan with costings in place. Cllr JW wished 
£5,000 be allocated to the proposal in next year’s budget as it needed to be 
completed with fencing and a water supply. The legal fees and surveys would 
exceed £2,000. This was discussed at length and the Committee debated the costs.  
Resolved the Committee would rescind their previous recommendation of £10,000 
and allocate £3,000 in the 2022/23 budget.  
 
PART B 
Under Standing Orders 3d - Exclusion of the Public. 
Meetings shall be open to the public unless their presence is 
prejudicial to the public interest by reason of the confidential 
natures of the business to be transacted or for other special 
reasons.  
The public’s exclusion from part or all a meeting shall be by a 
resolution which shall give reasons for the public’s exclusion. 
It was Resolved to move to Part B   
  
Appendix 1  
 
  
Meeting closed at 12.05 pm 



Bollington Town Council: Draft Report on Land Transfer from BTC to BHL. 

 

The BCYP Joint Project Group held a meeting at 10a.m. at BHL on Wednesday 8th December 2021. 

Members present: 

Cllr. K.Edwards Chair; David Naylor Secretary; John Murdoch BHL; Tom Horsfield BHL; Alan Pengelly 

BUYFC; David Brown BUYFC; Julie Mason BTC Town Clerk. 

The main item on the Agenda was the Land Transfer from BTC to BHL. 

There had been a number of reasons for the delay in creating the lease to be signed including legal 

issues but the main problem was a situation regarding the drain on a piece of land that Number 9 

Heath Road had integrated into their garden. It was a small piece of land which made no difference 

to the operation of the project but had produced a dispute over the responsibility for a blocked 

drain that had flooded the back garden of number 11 Heath Road. 

In theory the cost of repairing the drain was the responsibility of BTC but as the land had been taken 

into the possible ownership of No. 9 they had de facto taken responsibility for the drain. 

BHL as a charity did not think it reasonable for them to take on responsibility for resolving this 

dispute. 

Two proposals were suggested: 

1. BHL left out of the transfer lease a strip of land at the back of the houses on Heath road 

including the piece of land taken into the ownership of no. 9 and therefore it would remain 

the responsibility of Bollington Town Council 

2. BHL took all the land currently leased to BTC and BTC gave BHL a ‘ Letter of comfort’ assuring 

BHL that BTC would settle the drain problem by either 

a) Resolving the ownership issue with the owners of no9 Heath Road so that the land 

became permanently theirs and was excluded from the lease permanently. Or 

b) The ownership returned to BTC and BTC took responsibility for repairing the drain to a 

good standard. In which case the land would fully revert to the responsibility of BHL. 

c) In addition BHL undertook to manage the situation where one resident had opened an 

access for a vehicle across the strip further along. 

d) The Secretary of the Project Group David Naylor has prepared a drasft Letter of Comfort 

that was agreed by BHL to be acceptable subject to legal ascrutiny. 

3. The Project Group agreed to refer the final decision to the Assets Committee of BTC at their 

next meeting on the 19th. January 2022 recommending the second option. 

4. In the meantime it was agreed to follow up the legal transfer arrangements with BTC’s 

solicitors Thorneycrofts and Cheshire East’sLegal Department to prepare the lease from BTC 

to BHL which would include the overage clause and the restrictive covenant in relation to 

transferring the whole of the land area currently leased by BTC from Cheshire East. 

 

Notes from the meeting. KJE. 

 

 

 



Events 

1. Mr Burgess paid for the drain to be cleaned out before Christmas 

2. Water is now flowing freely and has done over the Christmas period. 

3. 7/01/22 Site Meeting with Contractor Steve and Town Clerk re drain. Steves view; 

Camera first to ascertain damage. 

Then either 

a) Clean out roots and line 

Or 

b) If drain is damaged then dig down and repair. 

c) Cost estimate to be provided. 

 

Notes Cllr. Ken 8/01/22 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

11th January 2022  

 

Bollington Town Council 

Town Hall  

Bollington Road 

Macclesfield 

Cheshire 

SK10 5JR 

 

For the attention of Julie Mason 

 

Following our recent meeting at Bollington Health and Leisure Centre to discuss the drainage problem I 

would recommend that the drain in question have a CCTV survey done on it to ascertain what if any 

work is required to make sure it is functioning to its full capacity. 

The cost of this work will be £60.00 per hr (min 8 Hrs) which will include 2 operatives / CCTV equipment 

and vehicle. 

Once the survey has been done we will give you a full report and a recording of the survey with our 

recommendations.   

 

Best Regards 

 

Stephen   

 
 

 

 

`  

                                                                         

WILLIS BROTHERS 
Agricultural & Fencing Contractors, Plant Hire and Drainage Specialists 

 

FIELDS FARM • HOUNDINGS LANE • SANDBACH • CHESHIRE • CW11 4HJ 

Tel: (01270) 763064 • Fax: (01270) 763699 • Email: info@willisbros.co.uk 





 

David Naylor, Town Clerk 15 February 2021 

Bollington Town Council Town 

Hall, 

36 Wellington Road 

Bollington, Macclesfield SK10 5JR Dear 

David 

Proposed BTC-BHL Lease at Heath Road, Bollington 

At a meeting of the Board of Bollington Health and Leisure (BHL) on Monday, 8 February 

2021, it was agreed that the charity was ready to proceed with an underlease to the existing 

CEBC-BHL headlease for the land and buildings at Heath Road, Bollington. The key game- 

changer in this situation was the move to extend the underlease to the same term as the 

headlease, which gives the charity sufficient length of lease to justify further capital investment 

and development and to secure any required mortgage arrangements or business loans to be 

able to finance the ongoing operation of Bollington Leisure Centre. 

The Board also noted that it had previously informed the Town Council of the encroachment of 

neighbouring properties onto the drainage ditch between them and the Leisure Centre Car Park 

and of the removal of the boundary fence of one property to create a vehicular access across 

this ditch. This was noted because the headlease requires such situations to be notified to the 

landlord and will in turn require a similar notification from BHL to the Town Council. 

The Town Council is also aware of three outstanding issues on the land which need to be 

resolved before passing responsibility for the land to BHL. These are: 

- A blocked culvert under the garden of one or more houses which have been extended 

across the drainage ditch mentioned above. 

- Damage to the entrance to the car park. 

- Implementing any actions required as a result of the ANSA tree survey. 

Finally, when drafting the underlease, the Board would like to: 

- Retain the existing requirement in its 2013 lease with CEBC, to give a minimum of 

twelve months’ notice of the intention to terminate the lease on its next anniversary. 

- Ensure the continuance of the lease in the event that BTC ceases to exist. 

The legal contact for BHL is Mr Rob Hughes, Senior Associate, Property Group, SAS Daniels 

LLP, 3 Vicar's Lane, Chester CH1 1QX 

email: rob.hughes@sasdaniels.co.uk;  tel: 01244 305919; fax: 01244 400950. Yours 

faithfully 

 

Dr J A Murdoch 

Director & Company Secretary 
 

 

mailto:rob.hughes@sasdaniels.co.uk
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Dr J A Murdoch 
Director & Company Secretary 
Bollington Health and Leisure 
Heath Road 
Bollington 
Macclesfield 
SK10 5EX 
  

Dear John 

Bollington Cross Youth Project Land Transfer. Formal Letter of Comfort to 

Bollington Health and Leisure (BHL) concerning the choked land drain at the rear 

of 9 Heath Road Bollington. 

This letter refers to the impending sub-lease between Bollington Town Council (BTC) and 

Bollington Health and Leisure (BHL) for the Bollington Cross Youth Project Land. This 

sub lease will be for a period equal to the remaining period of the 125-year head lease 

between Cheshire East Council (CEC) BTC granted in April 2017.  

This simple transfer, which will mirror all the terms of the Head Lease, has been delayed 

by an encroachment from the garden of 9 Heath Road at some time in the past, possibly 

more that 20 years ago (see plan in Fig 1 below). This situation has been further 

complicated by a land drain becoming partially choked beneath this strip of land. This 

land drain, like all others, is the responsibility of the riparian owner i.e. the land owner.  

The position of the partial blockage was traced with a radio sond device with the help of 

CEC Highways, to a point very close to two trees on the land. The conclusion is that the 

roots of these trees are responsible which may ultimately require their removal.  

Fig 1 showing the position of the land drain and the land encroachment                       

 

7th December 2021 

FIG 1 
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It should be noted that the length of drain requiring attention is of limited length, perhaps 

2 – 3 metres in length because the drain is known to be clear just before the trees and 

clear after in the garden of number 7 where it outfalls into an inspection chamber. Its 

depth below ground is estimated a 1 metre. The inspections chambers are of good quality 

which indicates that so is the drain and the trees alone have caused this problem.  
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The owner of 9 Heath Road has admitted the encroachment and to avoid having to 

reposition his fence and remove a shed/summerhouse on the land had advised BTC that 

he intended to approach the Land Registry to formalise his possession of this land and 

become responsible for clearing/repairing the drain including any necessary tree works. 

It should be noted that the effect of this partial blockage is to cause flooding in the rear 

garden of 11 Heath Road during prolonged periods of heavy rain. 

BHL are ready to proceed with the land transfer subject to BTC committing to resolving 

this drainage problem or alternatively the Land Registry confirm that the owner of 9 Heath 

Road is now the legal owner of this land and hence the drain. BHL have committed to be 

responsible for all other issues on the land in the future. This stance was agreed by BTC. 

However, the current position is that the owner of 9 Heath Road has now decided not to 

attempt to take on this land. This is very disappointing given their clear intent to do this 

and their strong desire to avoid having to relinquish part of their garden and remove 

legacy garden structures. 

The result is that BTC is now in the position of having to pursue possession, if necessary 

legally, to repair the drain and the address any issues presented by the trees’ roots. This 

may include felling one or both trees. The work will also include repositioning of the fence 

and removal of the summerhouse.  The Council’s insurers Zurich have confirmed that the 

legal cost in dealing with these legal issues can be the subject of a claim and this will 

include forcing the owner of 9 Heath Road to remove and relocate fencing and structures 

at their cost etc. 

BHL is very concerned about this situation and needs to be assured that this work will be 

completed and that this drain and land encroachment issue will not become a 

problem/cost to them.  BHL make the point that they are talking on a large commitment 
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in terms of all other issues which may occur on the Bollington Cross Youth Project land 

in the next circa 120 years. 

The Letter of Comfort 

BTC has already formally agreed to resolving this issue without cost to BHL and is now 

asked to formalise this is this letter of comfort which will accompany the new lease. 

BTC hereby confirms that it will carry out all necessary works to resolved this 

drainage problem, including if necessary the removal of the two trees and/or other 

works such as encasing the pipework in concrete or replacement of the pipework 

in cast iron or other tree-root resistant material. BTC will further commit to being 

responsible for this drain for a period of 5 years from the lease date. This will not 

be a continuing burden on BTC subject to the work carried out being appropriate 

to the problem and being of high quality. BHL will be given full information 

regarding the work to be undertaken and access during the rectification process. 

Confirmed by Council Minute Reference xxxxxx Date xxxxx 

I trust this is acceptable to you and your board.  

           

Regards 

 

Julie Mason 

Town Clerk    



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes of meeting with Heath Road Allotment Holders  

 

Present; Gill Leicester Plot 1 & 1A, Kit Clause Plot 2 & 2A, Jim Brown Plot 3, Mike 

Knight (Anna Howard Plot 3A), Katherine Pearce Plot 4A, Sean Evans Plot 6, Sven 

Wood Plot 7A, Paul Hamer Plot 10.  

Apologies; June Jackson, Rachel Lockley Geoff Brown and Katie Barnes.  

Cllr Jon Weston and Julie Mason Town Clerk.  

 

Venue Community Centre  

 

Date; 23rd November 2021 @ 7pm  

 

The Clerk explained the background behind the meeting and allowed all the 

members to introduce themselves.  

Some of the Heath Road allotments were not quite too standard and the Town 

Council wished to investigate ways of improving them and perhaps try and 

encourage an allotment association. 

The residents encouraged the support and wished to set up a What’s App group so 

members can communicate between themselves.  

They were very willing to set up an association and elected Mr Paul Hamer as the 

Chair. They asked the Clerk to support another meeting in three months’ time. 

 

The points which were raised were as follows.  

• Could they cut back the trees on the entrance to the site  

• Could plot 9 be left as a compost heap as nobody was successful in 

cultivating it as it suffered from tree overhang and lots of shade.  

 



• The gate access to the allotments was a concern as the allotments holders at 

the end were often locked in and they would like a system so they would 

know who was in or not. The allotment holder from plot 10 offered to sort a 

wooden board with key fobs if the holder was working on their plot or not. 

• They would like once the holders had removed the debris from the pathway 

for the TC to put slabs along the pathway as it was always boggy.  

• The water access was covered,  leaked and needed attention along the 

pathway.  

• They asked the TC to remove the trees cuttings from the entrance as it had 

been there years and would not compost.  

• The TC had promised to fence the hedge line as there were gaps people 

could come through and animals and it defeated the purpose of the gate.   

• It was noted the ditch was also blocked  

 

It was agreed another meeting would be held in March  

 

They were thanked for their attendance, and it was a successful meeting.  

 

Meeting closed at 8.00pm.  

 

  

  

 

   

 

 
 



Minutes of the Civic Hall User Group (CHUG) 

Location: Civic Hall, Bollington 

Date: 13th December 2021 

Time: 12.00pm 

Chair James Nicholas 

Secretary Peter Bailey 

Attendees: Linda Rotheram (Ladies Probus), Peter Kent (BLOG), Jenny Gaywood (Art 

Group), Val Bailey (DanceTech), Julie Mason (Town Clerk), Pete Clare 

(Town Warden) 

 

1. Welcome. James welcomed everyone to the meeting which due to COVID had been 

the first one since Jan 2021 

2. Apologies for absence. Jack Lyne (Bowling). 

3. To approve the minutes of the previous meeting 11th January 2021. It was 

agreed that the minutes reflected the contents of the previous meeting and were 

approved. 

4. Matters Arising from Minutes. Julie said a new cable for the AMP could be sorted 

and asked Pete Clare to look into it. 

 

Julie advised the group that a fire risk assessment had been done on the building 

and the fire alarm is fine and fit for purpose. Peter Kent said that BLOG had an 

interest in the fire alarm as they wished to be able to use ‘haze’ in their shows. 

Pete Clare confirmed that the three quotes that had been obtained for a 

replacement sensor included a system with a ‘haze’ sensor. A decision on whether 

a new alarm was to be installed or just replacement of the sensors would be taken 

by a meeting of the council before the end of the financial year. 

 

Julie informed the group that there is now a leak in the roof above the porch near 

the kitchen door together with a leak in the roof of the bar/lobby area. The recent 

downpour had caused the ceiling tiles to fall off in the lobby. As asbestos was 

involved Julie confirmed that the area has been made safe and a reputable roofer 

had been in to sort the leaks. Peter Bailey said he had still seen a small amount of 

water leaking in the lobby area and the Town Clerk said she would get the roofer 

back to check. 

 

 

 

 

 



5. Any other issues. Val Bailey advised that the back door doesn’t shut properly 

unless it is locked, Julie said this would be investigated 

 

Jenny Gaywood brought up a number of points that were concerning the Art Group. 

She asked whether the lighting could be looked into at the rear of the hall as it was 

particularly dark at night, Peter Bailey confirmed it was quite dark and the light at 

the back was currently flashing. Pete Clare said he would ask Alan Davies to look in 

to it. Jenny also complained that she had experienced problems booking the hall 

for the Art Group exhibition, Julie apologized and said this had been due to staffing 

problems and the matter had been resolved. Jenny also asked if anything could be 

done about the lighting in the hall as they found it difficult to paint in certain 

situations and when they had models in it would be nice to have light that 

produced shading. Julie said it was a matter that could be discussed by the council 

on maybe having spot lights fitted in the hall. 

 

Peter Kent brought up that BLOG required the hall for Sunday rehearsals for their 

two shows but had problems of getting Sundays as a regular user, namely 

DanceTech, had the hall every Sunday. Peter Bailey form DanceTech said he did try 

and work with BLOG to reach a compromise. BLOG asked if their 0 year agreement 

could be revised to allow them to have these rehearsal times. Julie Mason proposed 

that a meeting take place with BLOG, DanceTech, James Nicholas and herself in 

the New Year to try and sort something out on a sustainable basis for everyone. 

 

Linda Rotheram brought up that some motorhomes had been seen on the car park 

and enquired if they were allowed, as there were times when there wasn’t enough 

parking spaces. Pete Clare advised the group that the car park was council owned 

and was for public use. Julie asked that if any motorhomes were spotted again if 

Linda could take pictures of them for her. 

 

Any Other Business – As there was no further business the meeting was closed  

6. Date of next meeting – Monday 14th February 2021,2pm Bollington Civic Hall 

 

 

 

 



Compliance Reports completed for the Town Hall and the Civic Hall  

 

Legionella Control check Civic Hall November 2021 GREEN CONTRACT SERVICES   

Water systems very good and library responsible for their own,  no history of monitoring now 

we have schematic drawings.  

Recommendations  

Legionella testing - training in house put in place  

Closed loop systems only worked on by specialist engineers  

Expansion vessels need 6 month purging and interconnecting pipework’s  

Thermostatic mixer valves and mixer taps and showers blend water 27 - 42 C. The warm water 

downstream of a present a potential legionella risk due to the distance the TW is installed 

away from the outlet, so TMVs will be scheduled for annual servicing. TMTs & Mixer showers 

are less of a risk as they are directly at the point of use and will typically not be scheduled for 

servicing.  

We need to check that the old domestic hot water pipework is fully disconnected from the 

cold-water system and is drained.  

Four points of routine maintenance flushing etc that needs to be carried out – boiler room, 

mixing valves , point of water hear and random cold.  

 

 

Legionella Control check Town Hall November 2021 GREEN CONTRACT SERVICES   

Overall, we have no significant risk  

Legionella testing - training in house put in place  

Closed loop systems only worked on by specialist engineers and not identified.  

Flushing which needs to be carried out little used outlets – cellar, water heater in kitchen 

instantaneous handwash and random cold need routing maintenance , flushing .  

 

REVIEW 2023 

 

 

 

  



Fire Risk Assessment Bollington Town Hall Nov 2021  

•  PAT testing 2019 out of date – action instructed  

• No one trained on EVAC chair – done HP, JM, KB 

• All fire doors leading on to staircase don’t meet FD30 specification  

• Glazing on ground floor doors and reception hatch are not fire rated – check – 3 

months  

• All doors in basement are not fire rated and ceilings not plaster boarded – replace fire 

doors to FD30s and program under draw the ceilings in the basement with 3 months 

fire protection. Clerk gained quotes attached  

• Fire Drills – one done in June but no documentation to train staff.  

• Weekly test of fire alarm not done  

• Emergency lighting needs someone new to be trained.  

• Electrical hard wiring due 2023 5 yearly  

 

Fire Risk Assessment Bollington Civic Hall Nov 2021  

• Electrical hard wiring 2023 – 5 yearly  

• PAT testing out of date 2019 

• Electrical kettle on hob in library – notice installed  

• Fire exit in Kitchen – door open / thumb turn/ Remove signage as not necessary  

• Fire Alarm panel indicated a fault needs attention- Personnel to make a 

decision to repair sensor (£600) or replace fire alarm £5,121.58 ( last time quote 

£6,300 and £6,800 circa )  . Resolved in one month  

• Move to fire extinguisher down to 1.1 m – done  

• Fire alarm on weekly basis – not done but actioned  

• The Competent person should undertake 6 monthly /annual checks on fire 

alarm – actioned. CE provide client proof library is done – checked by clerk  

• Emergency lighting needs someone new to be trained.  

 

ASBESTOS Report at CIVIC Hall GREEN CONTRCT SERVICES NOV 2021 reinspect 

2022 

 

• Kitchen Ceiling – encapsulate as damaged  

• Damage above fire escape – encapsulate 

• Apply warning labels – actioned  

• Water ingress in lobby – encapsulate 

• BLOG storage area damaged – encapsulate  

• ceiling tiles all damaged in entrance encapsulate and clean (environment)  

• Water damage on ceiling and above window repair and encapsulated  

• The textured coating to main hall is damaged and requires encapsulating  

ASBESTOS Report at Town Hall GREEN CONTRCT SERVICES NOV 2021 



• Access to loft space was restricted the ducting flanges could not be safely accessed 

therefore we presume asbestos. Advise further investigate. 

• Missing signs – replaced by Clerk   

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Accounts Overview Statement

  Download PDF or Print Download PDF or Print   Query  Query ESTIMATEESTIMATE   Accept Accept   Decline Decline

 Sign out

 Settings

ESTIMATE: #000102

From: RAVENWOOD JOINERY
Suite D5
Clarence Mill
Clarence Road
Bollington
SK10 5LD
United Kingdom

To: Julie @ Bollington Town Council 

United Kingdom

Issue Date  12/01/2022

Estimate No.  000102

ESTIMATE

Item Description Unit Cost Qty Total

Replace existing doors and frames in main areas 
with fire doors.

589.00 5 2,945.00

Replace existing cellar doors and frames with fire 
doors

390.00 3 1,170.00

Replace existing double cellar doors and frame with 
fire doors

600.00 1 600.00

Plasterboard and skim over existing dividing door 300.00 1 300.00

Manufacture new architraves to copy existing in 
pine if required

570.00 1 570.00

Patch plaster around doorways if required 200.00 1 200.00

Sub Total: 5,785.00

VAT (20.00%) 1,157.00



 Back

Ravenwood Joinery - All rights reserved 

Estimate Total (GBP): 6,942.00

Should you wish to arrange commencement of works please contact Mick Renshaw on 07881588082 or email 
ravenwoodjoinery@hotmail.com



 

Registered Office: Unit 1 Delta House, Wrigley St Oldham. OL4 1SL 
PM Leyland Ltd trading as Leyland Forrest Building Services 

Co Registration no. 06934731 
VAT Registration no. 976181976 

 

 

Unit 1 Delta House, Wrigley Street Oldham OL4 1SL 

Tel: 0161 627 1442   Mobiles: 07876 501117,  07739 131236 
email: enquiries@leylandforrest.co.uk 
 
Bollington Town Council                                                                                              17th December 2021 
Town Hall 
Wellington Road 
Bollington 
Macclesfield 
Cheshire 
SK10 5JR 
CQ2155 
 
Cellar ceilings to the front of the building. 
 
To carry out over boarding of the existing plasterboard ceiling (2 no areas) with fire rated 
plasterboard, (staggered joints) to provide a min 60min fire rating. 
 
To carry out assorted fire stopping to prevent the possible spread of fire into other compartment 
with a min 60 min rating. 
£5’094.00 + vat 
 
Cellar ceilings to the Rear of the building. 
 
To carry out double boarding to the existing exposed ceilings (2 no areas) with fire rated 
plasterboard, (staggered joints) to provide a min 60min fire rating. 
 
To carry out assorted fire stopping to prevent the possible spread of fire into other compartment 
with a min 60 min rating. 
£5’568.00 + vat 
 
Fire stopping to the stairs leading into the cellar. 
 
To carry out fire stopping on the stairs leading into the cellar (some small areas are still exposed). 
£230.00 + vat 
 
The door leading into the mayor’s parlour. 1st floor 
 
Take out and remove from site the existing noncompliant door and frame. 
 
Supply and fix a new FD30 fire door, frame and compliant furniture and signage. 
 
Undercoat and gloss paint the door and frame as required. 
 
Make good the localised area on completion. 
£1’219.00 + vat 
 
   

mailto:enquiries@leylandforrest.co.uk


 

Registered Office: Unit 1 Delta House, Wrigley St Oldham. OL4 1SL 
PM Leyland Ltd trading as Leyland Forrest Building Services 

Co Registration no. 06934731 
VAT Registration no. 976181976 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
4 number office doors Ground floor 
 
Take out and remove from site the existing noncompliant doors and frames. 
 
Supply and fix a new FD30 fire doors, frames and compliant furniture and signage. 
 
Undercoat and gloss paint the doors and frames as required. 
 
Make good the localised areas on completion. 
£4’873.00 + vat 
 
Kitchen door Ground floor 
 
Take out and remove from site the existing noncompliant door and frame. 
 
Supply and fix a new FD30 fire door, frame and compliant furniture and signage. 
 
Undercoat and gloss paint the door and frame as required. 
 
Make good the localised areas on completion. 
£1’219.00 + vat 
 
Doorway into the neighbouring building  
 
Take out the existing door and frame and remove from site. 
 
Supply and fix a non-combustible frame, insulate, and double board both sides to provide a 60 
min fire rating. 
 
Plaster finish both sides and coat with emulsion paint. 
 
Make good all localised surfaces. 
£820.00 + vat 
 
 
Sub Total £19’023.00  + vat 
 

 
 
Yours Sincerely 
 
 
PM Leyland (Director) 

  



Awaiting quote from: 
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